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Ella Baker and the Black Freedom Movement
American Crime Stories
One of a series of simplified educational editions for learners of English as a foreign language on audio cassette.

The truth machine
Most of us love reading about crime in the newspapers, and reading stories about Sherlock Holmes and the other great
detectives. This book looks at some of the great crimes of history - crimes like the Lindbergh kidnapping and the Mona Lisa
robbery. It also looks at some great criminals, like the poisoner Dr Crippen. Most of these crimes were solved, but some, like
the assassination of President Kennedy, still hold theirmysteries.

Fast Food Nation
Original / American English Tom breaks his leg in a football game -- it's not his lucky day! A week later, Tom sees his
favorite movie star. But Tom falls again--and suddenly the movie star is falling too! Reporters are taking pictures of Tom. Is
this his lucky break?

Girl Meets Boy
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A stirring new portrait of one of the most important black leaders of the twentieth century introduces readers to the fiery
woman who inspired generations of activists. (Social Science)

Newspaper Chase
Great Crimes
Lucky Break
Original / British English A girl sees a quiet good-looking boy on the boat to Spain. She loves his shy smile and she wants to
see him again. The boy wants to be with her too, but there are problems. Can the boy and the girl get together? Or do they
never meet again?

The Hat
"Two stories about Toby, a newspaper boy who wants to be a detective!" -- Cover.

Different Seasons
Four novellas from Stephen King bound together by the changing of seasons, each taking on the theme of a journey with
strikingly different tones and characters. This gripping collection begins with "Rita Hayworth and the Shawshank
Redemption," in which an unjustly imprisoned convict seeks a strange and startling revenge--the basis for the Best Picture
Academy Award-nominee The Shawshank Redemption. Next is "Apt Pupil," the inspiration for the film of the same name
about top high school student Todd Bowden and his obsession with the dark and deadly past of an older man in town. In
"The Body," four rambunctious young boys plunge through the facade of a small town and come face-to-face with life,
death, and intimations of their own mortality. This novella became the movie Stand By Me. Finally, a disgraced woman is
determined to triumph over death in "The Breathing Method."--Provided by publisher.

Prince William
Mark Jackson is on holiday in Turkey. He visits the old city of Troy and finds a yellow stone. I know this stone, he thinks.
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Suddenly Mark goes back in time. He can see a beautiful city, soldiers and a big wooden horse.

The Climb
The last naturally occurring case of smallpox was diagnosed in Ali Maow Maalin, a hospital cook in the picturesque seaport
of Merca, Somalia, on 26 October 1977. But in August 1978, the smallpox virus crept like a thief in the night from a
laboratory in Birmingham to re-inhabit human flesh and blood. What happened next has all the hallmarks of a Greek drama
or Shakespearean tragedy, with the shocking but mysterious appearance of a dreaded disease in the heart of England; a
frantic effort to save a city--and the world--from disaster; a tragic heroine, a photographer, who suffered a hideous fate; and
a tragic hero, a virology professor, driven to despair to mortifying despair, treated as a scapegoat during an official enquiry,
but later exonerated in a court of law. Here, I give a full account of the 1978 Birmingham smallpox outbreak and the
ensuing court case, drawn from records of the time and the reminiscences of those who lived through it. "A complete and
rational account sets the record straight, provides closure"Keith Dumbell, University of Cape Town "A riveting account of
the mystery, the politics and the legal implications of the Birmingham event."Stanley Falkow, University of Stanford
"Thoroughly engrossing--a high-quality detective story, with a nice human touch" Robin May, University of Birmingham "A
book full of humanity and of anger at the smallpox virus and the misery it caused."Soad Tabaqchali, emeritus professor, St
Bartholomew's Hospital "An engaging book that weaves the scientific, social, political and historical context into a multilayered narrative."Conall McCaughey, Queens University Belfast "The biographical material on the protagonists is superb. It
makes it come alive. Janet Parker is not just a name, a Madonna to be sacrificed, but a real person." Brian Escott-Cox QC

On the Road
Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food industry on modern-day health, economy,
politics, popular culture, entertainment, and food production.

Ring of Thieves
Follows thief Harry Black as he successfully steals a famous painting, then loses track of it.

The Railway Children
The essential guide to blending safety and health with economical engineering Over time, the role of the engineer has
evolved into a complex combination of duties and responsibilities. Modern engineers are required not only to create
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products and environments, but to make them safe and economical as well. Safety and Health for Engineers, Second
Edition is a comprehensive guide that helps engineers reconcile safety and economic concerns using the latest costeffective methods of ensuring safety in all facets of their work. It addresses the fundamentals of safety, legal aspects,
hazard recognition, the human element of safety, and techniques for managing safety in engineering decisions. Like its
successful predecessor, this Second Edition contains a broad range of topics and examples, detailed references to
information and standards, real-world application exercises, and a significant bibliography of books for each chapter. Inside
this indispensable resource, you'll find: * The duties and legal responsibilities for which engineers are accountable *
Updated safety laws and regulations and their enforcement agencies * An in-depth study of hazards and their control * A
thorough discussion of human behavior, capabilities, and limitations * Key instruction on managing safety and health
through risk management, safety analyses, and safety plans and programs Additionally, Safety and Health for Engineers
includes the latest legal considerations, new risk analysis methods, system safety and decision-making tools, and today's
concepts and methods in ergonomic design. It also contains revised reference figures and tables, OSHA permissible
exposure limits, and updated examples and exercises taken from real cases that challenged engineering designs. Written
for engineers, plant managers, safety professionals, and students, Safety and Health for Engineers, Second Edition provides
the information and tools you need to unite health and safety with economical engineering for safer technological solutions.

The Quest
Forrest Gump
Detailing the domestic violence suffered by the first author during her 16 year marriage, this moving volume details the
background and events leading up to and immediately following Beth Sipe's tragic act of desperation: ending the life of the
perpetrator. Encouraged to publish her story by her therapist and co-author, Evelyn Hall, Sipe relates how her case was
mishandled by the police, the military, a mental health professional and the welfare system, illustrating how women like
herself are further victimized and neglected by the very systems that are expected to provide assistance. Her story is
followed by seven commentaries by experts in the field. They discuss the causes and process of spousal abuse, reasons
why battered women stay, and the dynamic consequences of domestic violence.

L. A. Raid
'Curtis Colt didn't kill that liquor store woman, and that's a fact. It's not right that he should have to ride the lightning that's what prisoners call dying in the electric chair. Curtis doesn't belong in it, and I can prove it.' But can Curtis's girlfriend
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prove it? Murder has undoubtedlybeen done, and if Curtis doesn't ride the lightning for it, then who will? These seven short
stories, by well-known writers such as Dashiel Hammett, Patricia Highsmith, and Nancy Pickard, will keep you on the edge
of your seat.

THE BLACK TULIP (Historical Adventure Novel)
The Blue Cat Club
ÊIt may be said that society itself creates the crimes that most beset it. If the good things of life were more evenly
distributed, if everyone had his rights, if there were no injustice, no oppression, there would be no attempts to readjust an
unequal balance by violent or flagitious means. There is some force in this, but it is very far from covering the whole
ground, and it cannot excuse many forms of crime. Crime, indeed, is the birthmark of humanity, a fatal inheritance known
to the theologians as original sin. Crime, then, must be constantly present in the community, and every son of Adam may,
under certain conditions, be drawn into it. To paraphrase a great saying, some achieve crime, some have it thrust upon
them; but most of us (we may make the statement without subscribing to all the doctrines of the criminal anthropologists)
are born to crime. The assertion is as old as the hills; it was echoed in the fervent cry of pious John Bradford when he
pointed to the man led out to execution, ÒThere goes John Bradford but for the grace of God!Ó Criminals are manufactured
both by social cross-purposes and by the domestic neglect which fosters the first fatal predisposition. ÒAssuredly external
factors and circumstances count for much in the causation of crime,Ó says Maudsley. The preventive agencies are all the
more necessary where heredity emphasises the universal natural tendency. The taint of crime is all the more potent in
those whose parentage is evil. The germ is far more likely to flourish into baleful vitality if planted by congenital depravity.
This is constantly seen with the offspring of criminals. But it is equally certain that the poison may be eradicated, the evil
stamped out, if better influences supervene betimes. Even the most ardent supporters of the theory of the Òborn criminalÓ
admit that this, as some think, imaginary monster, although possessing all the fatal characteristics, does not necessarily
commit crime. The bias may be checked; it may lie latent through life unless called into activity by certain unexpected
conditions of time and chance. An ingenious refinement of the old adage, ÒOpportunity makes the thief,Ó has been
invented by an Italian scientist, Baron Garofalo, who declares that Òopportunity only reveals the thiefÓ; it does not create
the predisposition, the latent thievish spirit.

British Books in Print
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Pretty Face
Safety and Health for Engineers
"I see you You go about your life like nothing ever happened. You think you're safe now that it's done, like a problem that
you've solved once and for all. You're wrong. I remember what you did. You might have killed me, but I'm not gone. I stayed
behind and I won't go until you've paid." This book includes: * Your first opportunity to play mortals as characters with the
Storytelling System * The mystery of the World of Darkness grows with five ghost stories to play around your gaming table *
A great prequel to Vampire, Werewolf and Mage chronicles.

Whitaker's Books in Print
This carefully crafted ebook: "THE BLACK TULIP (Historical Adventure Novel)” is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents. The story begins with the 1672 lynching of the Dutch Grand Pensionary Johan de
Witt and his brother Cornelis by a wild mob of their own countrymen, considered by many as one of the most painful
episodes in Dutch history, described by Dumas with a dramatic intensity. The city of Haarlem, Netherlands, has set a prize
of ƒ100, 000 to the person who can grow a black tulip, sparking competition between the country's best gardeners to win
the money, honor and fame. Only the city's oldest citizens remember the Tulip Mania thirty years prior, and the citizens
throw themselves into the competition. The young and bourgeois Cornelius van Baerle has almost succeeded but is
suddenly thrown into the Loevestein prison… Alexandre Dumas, père (1802-1870) was a French writer whose works have
been translated into nearly 100 languages and he is one of the most widely read French authors. His most famous works
are The Count of Monte Cristo and The Three Musketeers.

Rogue State
I Am Not Your Victim
"At last the fishing net lay in the bottom of the boat. Lek stepped forward and opened the net. He picked up the blue and
white thing. It was a plate. Lek started to laugh. 'We've caught a plate - an old plate! Shall I throw it back into the sea?' he
asked Daeng. 'No, no, wait a minute!' said Daeng. 'Give it to me.' He looked at the plate carefully. 'I saw a picture of a plate
like this in the newspaper,' he said. 'The plate was very old. It was worth a lot of money.' " -- back cover.
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Dangerous Journey
Part of the 'Penguin Active Reading' series, this book provides a range of integrated activities designed to develop reading
skills and consolidate vocabulary, and offers personalised project work.

The Last Days of Smallpox
"Bernardo likes hats. One day he buys a new hat at a street market and people laugh at it. "Why do you want another hat,
Bernardo?" his wife says to him. "You have twenty." But what can she do?"--P. [4] of cover.

Newspaper Boy
A mysterious stranger has come to the island where Costas lives. Why is the man there, and why is he looking at Eagle’s
Rock? Costas wants to be the first person to climb the dangerous rock. But will the stranger climb it first?

Marcel and the Mona Lisa.
Rogue State and its author came to sudden international attention when Osama Bin Laden quoted the book publicly in
January 2006, propelling the book to the top of the bestseller charts in a matter of hours. This book is a revised and updated
version of the edition Bin Laden referred to in his address.

The Troy Stone
Drie studenten zijn op vakantie in een afgelegen deel van Wales. Ze stuiten op een criminele bende. Deels in stripvorm,
met opdrachten en een cd. Vanaf ca. 12 jaar.

Mysteries of Police and Crime
Drawing on classroom observations and in-depth interviews with teachers and pupils, this book illustrates how single sex
classrooms operate and the effect it has on learners. 'Rethinking Single Sex Teaching' is thought-provoking reading for
teachers, head teachers and policy makers.
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柳林风声
The author conveys his knowledge of screenwriting in a straightforward fashion and answers the important questions which
have to be considered at each stage of the process. this may be found and the essential qualities which must be present.
Fascinating tricks of the trade which are applied instinctively by the professionals - such as vertical and linear stories,
believable unbelievabiltty, fourth walls and flashbacks, red herrings, time locks ond telescoping of time are revealed in
order that the reader too can learn to utilize them to glve their work a professional feel. The author also covers such
aspects as the building of characters, basic dos and don'ts, dialogue, discipline, timing, rewriting, polishing, ties and more.

Screenwriting
The Long Tunnel
The modern classic that inspired the beloved movie starring Tom Hanks. Six foot six, 242 pounds, and possessed of a scant
IQ of 70, Forrest Gump is the lovable, surprisingly savvy hero of this classic comic tale. His early life may seem inauspicious,
but when the University of Alabama’s football team drafts Forrest and makes him a star, it sets him on an unbelievable path
that will transform him from Vietnam hero to world-class Ping-Pong player, from wrestler to entrepreneur. With a voice all
his own, Forrest is telling all in a madcap romp through three decades of American history.

Penguin Readers
Zoe Baker works in a bookstore. She also likes acting, and she has a part in the play Romeo and Juliet. Mike Morrison writes
about the play for the newspaper. What does he write about Zoe? Is Zoe a good actress or is she just "a pretty face"? What
does Zoe think when she reads the newspaper? What does she do?--P. [4] of cover.

Ghost Stories
After a father’s abrupt arrest, his wife and children must leave their comfortable London home for a small cottage that sits
near a bustling railway. While the mother struggles to make ends meet, siblings Roberta (nicknamed Bobbie), Peter and
Phyllis adapt to their gloomy present with hopes of a brighter future. Bobbie is the oldest of three middleclass children
thrust into poverty after their father is falsely imprisoned. She and her siblings, Peter and Phyliss, learn to embrace their
new surroundings including the busy railway station. The children are frequent visitors of the local hub, engaging in an
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array of innocent yet spirited adventurers. Throughout their stay, they befriend multiple passengers, one of whom may be
the key to their father’s freedom. The author creates an authentic portrayal of real-world conflict and consequences.
Despite countless challenges, the children manage to find unique opportunities in the face of adversity. They are presented
as resourceful and self-sufficient protagonists whose ingenuity makes them the heroes of their own story. With an eyecatching new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of The Railway Children is both modern and
readable.

The Crown
Original / British English It is 1800. Jenny Tinker arrives in New York with her father, Sam. The Tinkers are English. They're
starting a new life in America. They want a farm, but they haven't got any money. What can they do?

Rethinking Single Sex Teaching
Tinker's Farm
Reading level: 1 [green].
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